
The thrill of the hunt
Dragonquest� rules for finding �fresh� food
by Paul Montgomery Crabaugh

A curious feature � or lack of feature Being determined to correct this over- The way it works is that each day, one
� in most fantasy role-playing games is sight, and running the DragonQuest� or more members of the party is/are
the apparent necessity for players in the game more than others at the moment, I designated as the hunters for the day.
wilderness to carry every gram of food devised hunting rules for parties in the (Don�t everybody queue up at once.) The
they might need on an expedition. The wilds. A new skill � Hunting (are you catch is that each hunter is assumed to
idea of hunting and gathering food seems surprised?) � turned out to be necessary. operate independently during the day
completely beyond the characters; but Hunting skill is the ability to locate (small game is frightened away by large
unless a random encounter turns up and dispatch from this mortal coil var- parties), and so encountered creatures
something edible, a shortfall of rations is ious small, lovable, furry animals who may ambush individual hunters rather
potentially catastrophic � and even then, are tasty, as well as to locate edible trees than the main party, there being an even
who would want to hunt for food in an and reasonably unpolluted water. All chance for each �detachment,� including
environment where the only game con- characters start with the skill at Rank 0. the main body, to be the target of a ran-
sists of creatures important enough and The experience costs for the skill are: dom encounter.
formidable enough to put on an encoun-
ter chart? Mammoth-hunting might have

Level 0 1 2 3 4
The hunter spends a certain number of

been a way for some early humans to
Cost 0 200 50 100 150

hours each day hunting. The party is
slowed to that extent (unless they don�t

make a living, but many more of them 5 6 7 8 9 10 mind losing whomever is doing the hunt-
made an even better dying at it. 200 300 400 500 750 1000 ing � but he can�t bring the food back to
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camp if he doesn�t know where the camp
is). It is possible to spend �zero� hours
hunting and still catch something; this
represents making the best traveling time
possible while still checking out potential
targets along the way � and getting
lucky.

At the end of the day, add up the modi-
fiers from the following chart, add the
roll of 1d10, divide by 10, and subtract 1.
The result, rounded off to the nearest
whole number, is the number of person-
ration-days obtained by the day�s hunting
efforts.

Fresh food can be kept for up to three
days before it becomes inedible. The
number of party members this food will
feed is a function, to some extent, of who
and what those members are. A giant
consumes 3 human-sized rations per day,
and even the smallest of the humanoids
in the group consumes at least one ration
a day.

Condition Modifier

Armed with a missile Rank with
weapon the weapon

Perception Perception
Ranger skill (all types) Rank
Ranger in correct terrain 2 × Rank
Per hour of hunting +2
In desert -20

(or other waste)
Good eating, and remember: The bears

are using the same rules.

Condition

In forest/swamp
(or other life-dense)

Hunting skill

Modifier

+10

5 × Rank

Finding water is easier than finding
food, for several reasons, not the least of
which is the self-fulfilling prophecy that
it simply is easier to find. Water doesn�t
hide; sources of water are much larger
than the typical game animal; and one
source will suffice for the entire party to
slake its thirst. Searching for water occurs
during the same time as normal hunting.
Use the table above to determine some of
the appropriate modifiers, but don�t use
the desert and forest/swamp modifiers or
the missile-weapon modifier. For the
effects of varying terrain on the chance of
finding water, use the modifiers below:

Terrain Modifier
Mapped source of water

in this hex +90
Forest +30
Desert -30
Swamp -10
Other +15

The resulting number (using the same
process described above for hunting) is
the percentage chance of finding a water
source during the day.
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